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A talented young singer and actress, Australian born Katerina Barrett, decides to follow her dreams and
move to the United States of America to attend AMDA College in Los Angeles, to further her music and
acting career. On her orientation day a cocky, self absorbed and arrogant Will Sanders, catches her attention.
Immediately she’s drawn and she knows she should stay away from him and concentrate on her career – but,
life is never that easy. The chemistry is undeniable and Kat doesn’t want to let her guard down. When she
gives herself to Will, she’s left hurt when he confesses that he doesn’t do the 'relationship thing'. Through a
turn of fortunate events they are both chosen to play the lead roles in an up and coming new indie movie, the
Nightwalker Series. Their relationship blossoms as does their fame, turning their world upside down and
leaving them asking, are we ‘just friends’?
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From reader reviews:

Athena Thornton:

Hey guys, do you wants to finds a new book to study? May be the book with the title Just Friends? suitable
to you? The book was written by famous writer in this era. The particular book untitled Just Friends?is one
of several books that will everyone read now. That book was inspired many people in the world. When you
read this reserve you will enter the new dimension that you ever know just before. The author explained their
plan in the simple way, thus all of people can easily to understand the core of this publication. This book will
give you a lot of information about this world now. So you can see the represented of the world in this
particular book.

Michele Williams:

Reading a e-book can be one of a lot of action that everyone in the world really likes. Do you like reading
book so. There are a lot of reasons why people like it. First reading a publication will give you a lot of new
info. When you read a e-book you will get new information since book is one of many ways to share the
information or their idea. Second, reading a book will make anyone more imaginative. When you reading
through a book especially hype book the author will bring someone to imagine the story how the figures do it
anything. Third, it is possible to share your knowledge to other folks. When you read this Just Friends?, you
may tells your family, friends and soon about yours publication. Your knowledge can inspire the mediocre,
make them reading a reserve.

Enola Hudson:

Are you kind of hectic person, only have 10 or even 15 minute in your morning to upgrading your mind
talent or thinking skill perhaps analytical thinking? Then you are having problem with the book when
compared with can satisfy your limited time to read it because this time you only find reserve that need more
time to be learn. Just Friends? can be your answer since it can be read by an individual who have those short
spare time problems.

Jessie Adams:

As we know that book is essential thing to add our knowledge for everything. By a e-book we can know
everything we really wish for. A book is a pair of written, printed, illustrated or perhaps blank sheet. Every
year has been exactly added. This e-book Just Friends? was filled about science. Spend your extra time to
add your knowledge about your scientific disciplines competence. Some people has various feel when they
reading some sort of book. If you know how big selling point of a book, you can sense enjoy to read a
publication. In the modern era like now, many ways to get book you wanted.
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